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ABSTRACT
The articulation of Russian stop-stop #CC, C#C,
and #CəC is examined using ultrasound imaging.
The tongue shape trajectories suggest that contrary
to previous assumptions, C#C and #CC
coarticulation and timing are not interchangeable.
In some cases, native Russian #CC articulation is
more similar to #CəC than to C#C, suggesting that
learning the timing and coarticulation of these
sequences may be a challenge for L2 acquisition.
Keywords: speech production,
coarticulation, consonant clusters

ultrasound,

1. INTRODUCTION1
Consonant sequences have been the focus of
several
articulatory
studies
examining
coarticulation and gestural timing [2, 5, 8, 9]. For
example, Recasens and colleagues have shown that
gestural overlap between two stops is greatest at the
midpoint of the closure period, and overlap occurs
whether consonants are highly constrained lingually
(e.g. /k/) or relatively unconstrained (e.g. /p/) [8, 9].
This research also showed that coarticulation is a
matter of degree; for example, in Catalan, the
alveolar fricative /s/ is more resistant to
coarticulation than the dental stop /t/ [9].
The studies cited above provide data about a
limited number of languages, mainly American [2,
8] and British English [5], and Catalan [9].
Additionally, the results are primarily from
electropalatography and are based on either wordmedial VCCV sequences or sequences containing a
word boundary (C#C). In this study, previous
findings are extended to an ultrasound study of
three kinds of Russian stop-stop sequences: #CC,
C#C, and #CəC. While Zsiga [11] provides acoustic
information indicating that the first stop in C#C
sequences is always released in Russian, her study
neither includes #CC sequences nor focuses on
spatial aspects of coarticulation. Thus, we compare
the articulatory production of tautosyllabic Russian
stop-stop sequences to other consonant sequences.
A second goal of this study is to determine how
similar C#C sequences are to #CC sequences in a
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language which allows both of them. This question
has ramifications for several issues in the literature:
whether syllable structure affects coordination of
consonant sequences [1, 2], whether coarticulatory
resistance interacts with syllable structure [8, 9],
and whether the ability to produce C#C sequences
could usefully be transferred to the production of
#CC sequences, which loanword studies have
suggested may be unlikely [3, 10].
Cross-linguistic studies of coarticulation and
articulatory timing lay a foundation for
understanding what both first and second language
(L2) learners need to acquire when learning
consonant clusters. To shed light on the articulatory
input for L2 acquisition, this study focuses on the
production of native Russian speakers’ #CəC
sequences along with #CC and C#C. This is
because we are ultimately interested in
investigating how English speakers acquire
Russian, and English speakers often insert a schwalike vowel when producing non-native #CC
sequences [3]. Thus, the third goal of this study is
to examine the articulatory trajectories (produced
by native speakers) that English learners of Russian
must acquire to establish a phonological contrast
between C#C, #CC and #CəC.
Ultrasound is well-suited to providing a holistic
picture of tongue shape changes over time. We
examine coarticulation by visualizing the
movement of the whole midsagittal tongue surface
from the onset of closure of C1 to the offset of
closure for C2 for three consonant combinations
(/kt/, /gd/, /tk/) and three sequences (#CC, C#C, and
#CəC).
2. MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE
2.1.

Participants

Four speakers were recruited from Russian
communities in New York City. All speakers were
born in Moscow and did not start learning English
until they were between 12-17 years of age. These
participants range in age from 20-29 years, and
report speaking both English and Russian.
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Materials

The target items in this study were three stop-stop
sequences produced in the three contexts shown in
Table 1. Because Russian exhibits word-final
devoicing, C1 of the voiced sequence /g#d/ was
devoiced, as indicated in Table 1 with a subscript
circle under C1. Furthermore, because real phrases
were used, the segments preceding the #CC and
#CəC sequences were matched, but generally could
not be for C#C. Accounting for context differences
is discussed in Section 2.3. The following vowel,
however, was matched for all three sequence types.

stills were loaded into EdgeTrak for measurement
[6]. EdgeTrak is a computer program that
automates the tracking of tongue contours by
extracting (x,y)-coordinates from the lower edge of
the white curve representing the tongue surface in
the ultrasound image. 100 points were extracted for
each tongue curve, which were then used for
statistical analysis (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Screenshot of the EdgeTrak extraction for a
midsagittal tongue shape during the production of /g/.

Table 1: Phrases containing target stimuli (in bold).
The #CC words for /kt/ and /gd/ contain a clitic
boundary between the consonants.
C#C
/kt/

/gd/

/tk/

2.3.

#CC

[du'rak tɐk'sjist]
‘the taxi driver
is an idiot’
[pɐ'bjeɡ̥ dɐ'moj]
‘the run home’

[pəvjer'nutj
ktɐk'sji]
‘to turn to the taxi’
[xotj ɡdɐ'mam]
‘at least to the
houses’

[nɐ'ljit kɐ'njjak]
‘the cognac is
poured’

[cjemj 'fabrjik
tkɐnj'ja] ‘7
weaving factories’

#CəC
[sutj kətɐ'strof]
‘the essence of
the catastrophes’
[prətʃji'tatj
ɡədɐ'voj] ‘to read
the annual’
[kak təkɐ'va]
‘as such’

Procedure

Midsagittal images of the tongue were recorded
from a Sonosite Titan portable ultrasound machine
using a 5-8MHz Sonosite C-11 transducer with a
90° field of view, a depth of 8.2cm, and a scan rate
of 30 frames/sec. The ultrasound video signal and
an audio signal were synchronized and captured
directly into an avi file on a computer using a
Canopus ADVC-1394 capture card and Adobe
Premiere 6.0. Participants were seated in a soundproof booth and their heads were stabilized using a
moldable head stabilizer (Comfort Company) to
ensure that images from different utterances could
be compared. The transducer was held stable
underneath the speaker’s chin with a microphone
stand. Each speaker produced each of the phrases in
Table 1 10 times. The 10 repetitions of the phrases
were presented in random order on a computer
screen at eye level using Powerpoint.
Next, JPG image stills corresponding to the
acoustic events of 10ms after onset of closure or
frication of C1 to the release burst of C2 were
extracted from the avi files. The 10ms mark was
used to ensure that the tongue had already reached
constriction and thus was less affected by
coarticulation of the preceding phoneme. The JPG
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2.4.

Measurement

The consonant sequences are compared both
through visual inspection and with a numerical
similarity measure. For each frame, the tongue
contours of the 10 individual repetitions are
averaged and then displayed as a series of x, y, t
surfaces using the program SURFACES [7]. These
spatiotemporal figures are shown in Figures 2 & 3.
Next, the mean difference in millimetres along
the length of the tongue curve for the averaged
contours was calculated in SURFACES for the
#CC~C#C,
#CC~#CəC,
and
C#C~#CəC
comparisons. Collapsing across all frames,2 the
absolute average differences across the entire
consonantal sequence for each comparison were
submitted to an ANOVA to determine differences
in tongue shape over time in the comparison of
#CC, C#C, and #CəC sequences.
3. RESULTS
3.1.

Statistical analysis

A univariate ANOVA with the dependent variable
of the difference in mean mm between tongue
shapes averaged across all frames was performed.
Subjects were treated as a random factor. The
independent variables were consonant sequence
type (/kt/, /gd/, /tk/) and comparison type
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(#CC~C#C, #CC~#CəC, and C#C~#CəC). The
mean absolute differences are shown in Table 2.
Results show a significant main effect of
sequence type [F(2,6)=17.82, p<.003] and
comparison type [F(2,6)=9.98, p<.02], and a
significant interaction [F(4,12)=3.19, p=.05]. The
main effect of subject was not significant [F(3,3)=
3.74, p=.16], nor were the interactions of subject
and sequence [F(6,12)=1.45, p=.27] or comparison
[F<1]. Pairwise comparisons indicating the
significant differences are shown in Table 2.

with a generally lower tongue body position for
C#C. The later frames for /d/ are similar for all
sequence types, though coarticulation from the
schwa results in a slightly lower tongue dorsum
position for #CC in the final two frames.
Figure 2: Articulations of all 3 sequences for speaker
7’s /gd/ series, connected for easier visualization of
tongue shape changes. Darker blue/gray indicates a
higher articulation (e.g., in the velar region), and
yellow-orange/lighter gray indicates a lower tongue
position (in the blade). (color on Image File 1)

Table 2: Absolute mean differences (in mm) by
comparison and sequence type. Pairwise comparisons
are in the bottom half of the table (‘ < ’ indicates a
significantly smaller difference for that comparison)
/kt/
/gd/
/tk/
/kt/
/gd/
/tk/

dorsum

#CC~C#C #CC~#CəC C#C~#CəC
2.15
1.09
2.53
1.38
1.03
1.62
2.19
2.85
3.28
#CC~#CəC < #CC~C#C, C#C~#CəC
#CC~#CəC < #CC~C#C, C#C~#CəC
#CC~C#C < #CC~#CəC, C#C~#CəC

blade

The interaction between sequence type and
comparison shows that for /kt/ and /gd/, but not for
/tk/, the difference between the onset cluster and the
word boundary sequence (#CC~C#C) is
significantly larger than the difference between the
onset cluster and the schwa sequence (#CC~#CC).
This suggests that the timing and coarticulation of
C#C sequences are not comparable to that of initial
consonant sequences, and should not be used to
make conclusions about tautosyllabic (or possibly
word-medial) sequence. Possible causes for the
greater similarity of #CC~#CC and why #CC is
more similar to C#C for /tk/ are discussed below.
3.2.

Spatiotemporal visualization

One difference between #CC and C#C is that the
C1s are in different syllable/word positions. It has
been shown that the articulation of onset
consonants is more constricted and longer than
coda articulations [1, 2].3 Thus, one reason #CC is
more similar to #CC may be that C1 /k, g/ of the
C#C sequence—a coda—has a less constricted
dorsum position and different duration than onset
velars do. As illustrated by speaker 7 in Figure 2,
the constriction for the /g/ in both #CC and #CC is
similar in height, whereas the tongue dorsum
position is lower in C#C (indicated by lighter gray).
The lower position of the blade is also consistent

The syllable position effects may also be
interacting with the amount of coarticulatory
resistance inherent to particular articulations [8, 9].
The ANOVA indicates an asymmetry between the
sequences depending on whether C1 is velar or
coronal. For /tk/, the onset cluster is more similar to
C#C than to #CC. One reason for this, illustrated
by speaker 16 in Figure 3, is that because the dental
/t/ may be less resistant to coarticulation (unlike the
velar /k/) [9], its own tongue position is highly
dependent on the following articulation. When
followed by /ə/, it has a slightly lower dorsum
position similar to the schwa’s, and when followed
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by /k/, the dorsum during /t/ is already raised. Thus,
the trajectory of #CC is more similar to C#C.
Figure 3: Articulations of all three sequence types for
speaker 16’s /tk/ series (color on Image File 2)

any native phonological prohibitions, may
contribute to difficulties in production and
perception of consonant sequences by L2 learners.
Because the articulation of #CəC can be more
similar to #CC even for native speakers, it may be
particularly difficult for learners to master the fine
distinctions in articulation necessary to produce
these sequences. Furthermore, even if a language
contains C#C, a learner must discover that the
articulation of C#C cannot be transferred to #CC.
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